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Goodram microSD IRDM 512GB UHS-I U3 memory card
The GoodRam IRDM MicroSDXC 512GB card allows you to record 4K and slow motion videos, as well  as save photos in RAW and JPEG
formats. It offers fast reading and writing speeds, making it ideal for multimedia enthusiasts and professionals. Its A2 performance class
guarantees smooth mobile applications, while its versatility and compatibility with a variety of devices add to its practicality. Durability
and resistance to extreme conditions ensure data security, and the 512GB capacity gives you plenty of storage space.
 
Optimizing the card for applications
Thanks to its A2 performance class, the GoodRam IRDM MicroSDXC card provides fast reads (4,000 IOPS) and writes (2,000 IOPS) and is
designed to expand the internal memory of Android-based devices. Its use goes beyond standard data storage, such as music and photos
-  it  also enables  smooth video recording and efficient  operation of  mobile  applications,  which often consist  of  numerous graphics  and
sound elements. The product also stands out for its computational efficiency and is able to efficiently manage the simultaneous reading
of multiple complex processes.
 
High-quality recordings
The  512GB GoodRam IRDM MicroSDXC  card  is  compliant  with  UHS-I  U3  A2  and  V30  class.  Its  high  performance  allows  you  to  record
smooth,  detailed videos in 4K and slow motion,  giving you creative freedom and the confidence that every important moment will  be
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captured with the highest quality. The V30 Video Speed Class guarantees a consistent minimum write speed of 30 MB/s, allowing you to
enjoy  the  highest  quality  footage  in  24/7  recording  mode.  Read  speeds  of  up  to  170  MB/s  and  write  speeds  of  up  to  120  MB/s  are
additional advantages.
 
Compatibility and versatility
The  card  is  compatible  with  a  wide  range  of  devices,  including  modern  drones,  sports  cameras,  video  recorders  and  surveillance
cameras. So you don't have to limit yourself and can freely use the product in a variety of scenarios.
 
Durability and data security
GoodRam IRDM MicroSDXC is resistant to shock, X-rays, magnetic radiation and water, which guarantees the safety of your data even in
extreme conditions.
 
	Manufacturer	
	GoodRam
	Model	
	IR-M2AA-5120R12
	Card type	
	MicroSDXC
	Capacity	
	512 GB
	Read speed	
	170 MB/s
	Write speed	
	120 MB/s
	Speed class	
	Class 10, UHS-I/U3
	Video Class V	
	V30
	Application speed class A	
	A2

Price:

€ 83.00
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